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Many thanks Ms. Chairwoman, 

1. In general terms, we could say that the respect of  the human rights of  the Arauco or 
Mapuche Nation, located in the southern part of  the Bio-Bio State of  Chile, has went through 
different  stages in the past 450 years. During Spanish rule between February 12th 1541, when 
Santiago was founded,  to September 18th 1810, when the process of  independence started in 
Chile, the human rights of  the Mapuche People concerning inviolability of  their land and 
protection and maintenance of  their aboriginal way of  living was systematically violated. This 
occurred during the first  century of  the Spanish rule until January 6th 1641, when the first  treaty 
or Parlamento  General de  Quillin  recognised the sovereignty of  this pre-colonial people living in 
the south of  the Bio-Bio river. This first  hundred years were just hell. According to Chilean 
historians and some Spanish authors, the European invaders committed genocide against this 
people, eliminated almost 70 percent of  their population, and introduced the private property 
system and the feudal  capitalism, transferred  from  Spain to America. This process ended up 
abruptly in 1600 in the battle of  Curalaba, which marked the absolute, complete and definitive 
defeat  of  the Spanish domination at the south of  the Bio-Bio. With independence, Mapuches fully 
recover their basic rights as an independent nation free  from  any foreign  domination. 

2. Since the first  day of  the Parlamento  de  Quillin  in January 6th 1641 to the last of  a series of 
treaties signed between 3 and 5 of  March 1803, the Mapuche Nation enjoyed two golden centuries 
where they develop agriculture and a type of  cattle ranching very advanced for  the time. The 
population benefited  from  the better material and economic conditions ever. 

Contemporary Mapuches remember those times with great nostalgia. 

3. Since Chile became a Republic in September 18th 1810 to the present time, we must 
distinguish two well defined  moments: 

a) From 1810 to 1860: during fifty  years Chileans respected Mapuches in the same way the 
colonial government did: Mapuches kept their independence although without sharing a common 
parliament with the rest of  the Chileans. The latter invented every pretext in order to invade with 
their army this independent nation in the south of  the Bio-Bio. Chileans colluded with the 
Argentinean government which had exterminated and massacred Mapuches living in the eastern 
part of  the Andes. The aim was to distribute among the two countries the lands of  the naturales 
(aborigins). This highly grave act of  international aggression has been recently discovered, 
investigated and analysed by the Centre for  the Study of  Indian Rights. Similarly, this discovery 
has enabled us to elaborate a modern theory of  indigenous rights which represents a contribution 
to the fundamental  rights of  the Mapuche Nation that now is oppressed and enslaved by Chileans. 

b) The second period started in 1860 when the Chilean army invaded the defenceless  Mapuche 
Nation and exterminated about 85% of  its population which represented about one million people 
at that moment. This period called of  « pacification  of  the Araucania » ended in 1883 and was as 
horrendous and dreadful  as the first  century of  the Spanish occupation. From 1883 to the present, 
the Mapuche Nation has been dispossed of  all its fundamental  rights and its present situation is one 
of  enslavement and subjection to the Chilean state. This state occupies the territory of  an 



independent nation and dares to violate unilaterally the 28 Parlamentos  or International Treaties 
signed between Spain and the Arauco or Ragko Mapu during the time of  colonisation,by means of 
overlapping its own legislation which is called « laws of  the austral property and laws of  Indians » 
and that represents a legal hybrid not integrated in the legal codes and constitutions of  the Chilean 
state. These are genocide laws which do not coincide with the principles of  the western culture. 

4. Once the Treaties or Parlamentos  Jenerales  were discovered only two years ago, a suit was 
filed  against the state of  Chile, the Chileans and the transnational companies that were occupying 
our lands. Once notified  by a Minister of  Faith, the accused took notice of  the extent and gravity 
of  the violation of  the treaties, and from  that moment the indigenous communities, represented by 
me as their defence  lawyer, extensively occupied the lands under litigation, without waiting the 
end of  the process this because Article 641 of  the own Chilean Civil Code, which refers  to 
Article 6 of  the Parlamento  Jeneral  de  Negrete,  allows clearly for  the legitimate defence  of  the 
Mapuche's patrimony. 

In Chile, at the institutional and social level the struggle of  the Mapuche communities in the south 
of  the Bio-Bio has created a true chaos, during the past three months high levels of  the Chilean 
executive and legislative government have sought desperately to « negotiate » in order to solve 
the problem. The negotiations have been biased, not serious and dishonest, and just to gain time; 
they have momentarily stalled the struggle that in March 1999 was soon to spread. The 
government has also tried to amend its own constitution, including the 169 ILO Convention, and 
is also trying to include in the Congress three senators representing the Mapuche people. This was 
not even dreamed before  the events of  March. 

With respect to the Chilean society, a recent survey suggests that 80% of  the people interviewed 
agree with the demands of  the indigenous communities. This results lead us to believe that an 
internal mutation might be underway, which was otherwise completely unlikely before  March. 

At the level of  the doctrine, the Parlamentos  Jenerales  open unlimited possibilities for  the 
indigenous peoples to push forward  their struggle for  freedom  and the recovery of  their lands. 

The Tratado  de  Tordesillas  y Linea Intercaetera  signed between Spain, Portugal and the Pope 
Alejandro VI in 1492-1493 -dividing the new discovered world in two parts: one for  Spain and 
the other for  Portugal-, is the legal background for  the genocide occurred and the present state of 
postration of  the indigenous peoples that were governed by these two countries. 

The Parlamento  Jeneral  de  Negrete  allows us to draw some general conclusions: 

a) that this document demonstrates that the territory located in the south of  the Bio-Bio river was 
not God's property neither was the Pope in Rome his representative in this part of  the world. This 
is a fact  of  paramount importance that was also ratified  by the highest authorities of  the Catholic 
Church of  Chile which signed it. 



b) the rationale behind the law oblige us to accept that the rest of  the territory of  America and 
other parts of  the world which was graciously conceded by the Pope to the colonial powers didn't 
belonged to God either. 

c) under these two premises, the Tratado  de  Tordesillas  - Linea Intercaera  is a virtual pact 
without content, that represents in essence a typical action of  international character, sanctioned as 
piracy in the very Spanish legislation of  that moment, and recognised as international crime since 
the times of  the Roman Republic, that do not prescribe in time neither give it rights to its authors 
but brings civil and criminal responsibility. 

This is the origin of  the private property or usurpation of  the territories of  the indigenous peoples 
by the colonial powers of  Europe and their followers  -the present states which replaced them. 

Many thanks. 


